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Abstract: The knowledge contained within the natural language 
data can be used to build expert systems. Classifying unstructured 
data using ontology and text classification algorithms to extract 
information is one way of approaching the problem of building 
intelligent systems. One major problem with text processing is 
most data generated is unstructured and ambiguous, as, data with 
a structure helps to identify meaningful patterns and eventually 
exhibit the latent knowledge. Ambiguity in natural language 
affects accuracy of categorization. Also, Natural Language 
Processing techniques when combined with semantic data 
modeling through ontological knowledge will also solve the 
problem of domain knowledge representation thereby enabling 
improved data classification facilities, particularly in large 
datasets where number of features scale to unmanageable 
proportions. In this paper, the domain knowledge is presented as a 
knowledge graph, derived from the semantic data modeling. 
Further, to achieve better Multi Class classification, Multinomial 
Naive Bayes algorithm is applied to categorize items in their 
respective classes. For the experiments, Data about various news 
groups were used for testing the accuracy of the model. 
Experimental results have proved that the proposed classifier 
performs better compared to existing systems. 
 

Keywords : Text categorization, Multiclass classification, 
Ontology, Knowledge Graphs, Feature Hashing, Topic Modeling.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Text analytics or Text mining, can be defined as the process 
of extracting patterns of interest from raw data, where the 
patterns in turn will become the knowledge obtained. With 
this knowledge, a better understanding of various problems is 
achieved, which is otherwise difficult for a human mind 
when the amount of data involved is vast. Some of the 
applications of text analytics are, spam e-mail classification, 
sentiment tagging of online reviews and tweets, knowledge 
extraction from historical data etc. All these applications is 
seen as a classification or categorization problem. Achieving 
a structured data by classifying raw data based on its inherent 
patterns is a fundamental challenge[1].       
Classification can be supervised, unsupervised and 
semi-supervised and further, based on the number of target 
classes, classification is called as binary, multi-label and 
multi-class classification. In this paper, we have taken up 
multi-class classification where the number of target classes 
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are more than two[2]. The aim is to achieve unsupervised 
multi class classification in document filtering. In order to  
attain such a classification this paper uses tools from various 
fields such as  Natural Language Processing (NLP) [3], 
Machine Learning (ML) and Semantic Data Mining (SDM). 
From NLP, data preprocessing techniques and topic 
modeling techniques were incorporated. Data preprocessing 
removes noisy data and normalize it in a form suitable for 
further analysis. Topic modeling selects the most appropriate 
features about the entity of interest to enable precise 
categorization. Since the first step in any data analytics 
involves studying the data, it's very important to any remove 
unnecessary  information which will otherwise consume 
time. 
Unsupervised text classification has another major issue in 
the form of semantically rich data corpus. Refining the exact 
contextual meaning of data before assigning them to 
categories is a requirement to be fulfilled, especially in 
multi-class classification problems. Where the relation 
between different topics and also the relation between words 
within a topic are used to measure similarity between 
documents. To extract the relationship between topics of 
interest, a domain ontology is used. Ontology[4] is the formal 
specification of shared conceptualization which teaches a 
machine to learn a concept, by describing the 
inter-relationship between various terms related to the 
concept. This is another practice added in the proposed 
classifier to tune the accuracy despite the problems of 
synonymy and polysemy.  
 The proposed framework is elaborately designed to 
achieve classification that is both semantic and syntactic and 
also performs better without multi tier classifier algorithms. 
As, multi tier classifiers are the norm to improve accuracy 
despite the time complexity overhead. Also, ensemble 
classifiers, lack interpretability and highly complex[5]. To 
automate the task of effective document categorization, 
Multinomial Naive Bayes(MNB) algorithm is used. It uses 
Bayes Theorem to predict membership probabilities for each 
class such as the probability that given an entity belongs to a 
particular class.  The class with  highest likelihood is 
regarded as the most likely class. It is used on data that is 
multinomially distributed[6]. One of the drawbacks of  MNB 
is its inability to relate features, which can be rectified by 
giving ontology as training data, this is the novelty of this 
proposed work.  
In this work, we propose a novel ontology-based multi-class 
text classifier to extract semantic and syntactic relations 

between concepts from the documents corpus and categorize 
them according to the respective class labels. The novelty of 
this approach is that it does not rely on training a classifier or 
manually built ontologies. Instead, uses concepts and their 
relationships represented in the automatically generated  
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domain ontology. This in turn becomes a knowledge graph 
for the classifier model, which classifies new documents 

using the knowledge graph as training data.  
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 
delivers the various directions of research in this area. The 
proposed architecture with elaborate discussion of the 
working of the model was discussed in Section 3. The system 
was compared with benchmark classifiers to reason out the 
performance of the system in Section 4. Section 5 presented 
the conclusion and future enhancement. 

II.  LITERATURE   REVIEW 

Among some of the ways to achieve [7] automatic text 
classification, by using semantic similarity between the 
content of a text document and a section of the ontology. The 
notion is to exploit relationships between entities in a 
document to determine the document categorization. And 
also entities of the similar domains are very closely related. 
Ontology represents the data about the domain of interest 
along with named entities and relationships that have 
appropriate labels to identify them in documents. The entities 
will be classified based on class taxonomy of the ontology. 
Though the richness of domains are better displayed, with 
any number of entities the ontology traversal was time 
consuming. It considered only building manual ontology 
using data from Wikipedia. The categorization was only 
suitable for encyclopedic-type [8] ontology. 
Extracting knowledge from unstructured textual data for 
decision making processes is highly challenging right from 
data collection, organization and analysis. Traditionally 
classification approaches [9]used statistical and machine 
learning methods to perform decision making. For all these 
methods, a training dataset or pre-classified sample 
documents were mandatory[10]. Only using this knowledge, 
the new unseen documents could be classified. Integration of 
semantic information into text categorization is yet to be fully 
explored. Earlier WordNet clusters [11]words into synonym 
sets to improve. Having a dictionary in RAM slowed down 
process completion. 
 The ontology-based approach is computationally demanding 
to identify topics that appear in text from the ontology. The 
classification space is further reduced according to the 
hierarchy to achieve generalization [12]. Each concept is 
treated as a set of terms in the text. Named entity recognition 
is again introduced to represent semantics which was not 
capable to avoid ambiguity. Creating the document into 
vector space model is another major obstacle that could be 
solved when introducing ontology. Further, using solely 
ontologies slowed down the process which was then solved 
by using machine learning algorithms. These algorithms not 
only automated the processes but also saved starting from the 
scratch[13]. 
 PubMed is by far the biggest biomedical literature repository 
which contains 18 million plus articles and growing [14]. It is 
difficult to search the entire corpus to extract relevant 
knowledge. Contextual query[15] analysis is also tedious as 
each user looks at the data from a different perspective. 
Extracting synopsis knowledge from PubMed is time 
consuming and work intensive. Automatic knowledge 
discovery helps to attain quality work, circumvent repetition, 
and produce new using the older data as template. However, 
it required application of complex deep learning algorithms 
to get the desired results[16]. Training the classifier also 

produced time complexity issues which could not be 
circumvented. Obtaining the semantic knowledge about 
content is the major requirement when it comes to natural 
language data. 
 The feature selection techniques[17] greatly influences the 
performance of text classifiers. Using ontologies to represent 
document features is tedious, given the number of features 
for a particular data corpus. The ontology [18]could only be 
built manually in such a scenario to produce accurate 
classification. It first identify concepts then arrange them 
hierarchically to build domain taxonomy. The framework 
used a hierarchical softmax skip-gram algorithm similarity 
based approach to learn concepts. Single domain ontologies 
[19] are difficult to be considered for other approaches in 
various other domains also calls for domain experts, which is 
not possible in all scenario. 
From the review of the literature, some of the research gaps 
with respect to ontology based multi class text classification 
mechanisms are identified. They are given below, 

A. PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED: 

• Manual ontology construction is time consuming 
and tedious 
• Semantic decision support systems are required 
when more natural language data is generated. 
• Application of Machine Learning algorithms in 
ontology based models has many research gaps like 
imbalanced nodes, requirement of multi layer graph 
training and data that cannot be exhibited in a 
relational table. 
• When handling large feature sets, the classifier 
efficiency is reduced irrespective of the potential of 
the algorithm. 
• Dictionary developed during topic modeling and 
classification is memory intensive. 

 
This work aims to solve the above mentioned problems using 
NLP techniques and Machine Learning algorithms in 
ontology about a domain. This system can be used as decision 
support system that involves processing unstructured text 
data with rich semantic relationships. 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

The proposed system is named as OntoClassifier. The basic 
functions include collecting unstructured data(raw text 
documents) from the web and extracting inherent topics. The 
topics and their relevant terms are represented using an 
ontology to preserve the semantic value of natural language 
data. After the ontology is obtained it becomes the training 
data for the Graph based data model using Machine Learning 
algorithm. This semantic data model proposes an improved 
Multinomial Naive Bayes algorithm to achieve effective Text 
Classification. The OntoClassifier architecture can be 
broadly classified into three layers: Data Layer, Ontology 
Layer and Classification layer. The architectural framework 
for the proposed classifier is given in Fig.1. 
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Fig. 1.Ontology based multi-class text classification 

framework 
 
3.1 Data Layer 
The data layer contains three modules namely, Data 
Collection, Data Pre-Processing and Topic Modeling. The 
specific functions of each module are listed below. 
3.1.1 Data Collection 
A news dataset which was readily available on Kaggle called 
'20NewsGroups' was obtained. It contains 20 categories of 
news generated and for each category 1000 documents 
amounting to 20000 news documents in textual format were 
downloaded. Based on the categories already available, A 
web crawler was constructed for Google news, BBC, Reuters 
and HuffingtonPost to collect daily news in document format. 
The crawler was constructed using scrapy library of python, 
it was programmed to collect 10 documents for each category 
on a daily basis for a month with a total of 6000 documents 
were crawled and organized according to their categories. 
Therefore, the total number of documents taken for the study 
is 26000 text documents. 
3.1.2 Data Preprocessing 
Once the dataset is imported, it is analyzed for class 
distribution as given in Fig.2 to inspect for class imbalance 
problem. Imbalance[20] class distribution gives biased 
results therefore it is important to ensure all the classes are 
well balanced and no class is heavily represented. From the 
Fig. 2, it is seen that most of the classes are evenly 
distributed. Secondly, the data obtained is in natural language 
form which has to be preprocessed to aid in knowledge 
discovery. Text  

normalization[21] will convert human readable data into 
machine readable form. Some of the normalization 
techniques executed for the Onto Classifier are stop words, 
stemming, lemmatization and tokenization. 
 

Fig 2.  Class distribution of newsgroup dataset 
3.1.3 Topic modeling 
After the data preprocessing, it is a process to automatically 
identify topics present in a text object and to derive hidden 
patterns exhibited by a text corpus. It enables effective 
decision making. The algorithm used for topic modeling is 
Latent Drichlet Allocation(LDA). 
3.1.3. a. Term Count Extraction 
The terms for each topic will be grouped using the [22]Bag of 
Words model and a dictionary will be populated. This 
dictionary will also be used in a different place apart from its 
usage LDA.  There are two inputs to the topic model one is 
the dictionary and the other one is corpus. Gensim a python 
library for automatic topic modeling technique assigns a 
unique identifier for each word from the document. For 
example, (0, 2) implies, word id 0 occurs twice in the first 
document. This will be used as input. By altering the values 
for Alpha and eta  hyperparameters in LDA sparsity of topics 
could be reduced. Number of documents to analyze could be 
controlled using the 'Chunksize' parameter followed 
by   'update_every'  to decide Updation frequency of topics. 
Number of  'passes' specify the total number of training 
passes required for effective topic extraction. 
3.1.3. b. Topic Extraction and Tag Assignment 
Topic extraction and tag assignment is the next step after 
term count extraction. Topics are extracted by traversing 
different documents that are represented as latent topics, 
where each topic is characterized by a distribution over 
words. 
Topic extraction for each document q in a corpus c: 
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1. Choose M  Poisson(ξ). 2. Choose P  Dir(α). 3. For each of 

the O words qn: 
 (a) Choose a topic tn  Multinomial(P). (b) Choose a word qn 
from p(qn |tn,O), a multinomial probability conditioned on 
the topic qn. In the next step, unigrams, bigrams, trigrams are 
obtained and lemmatized to populate the dictionary. To 
improve the efficiency the words appearing in less than 18 
documents are removed and only first 100000 very frequent 
tokens are taken for analysis. And also the tokens were pre 
tagged with their respective Part of Speech which further 
added the contextual value to the tokens.  The tokens were 
grouped by comparing the terms with dictionary terms and 
the corresponding labels were returned as tags. The result 
obtained after using LDA is given in Fig.3. the numbers at the 
starting 0,1,2, etc are sample topic tags among the total of 20 
tags and values represent the individual term weights in a 
sample document. 

 

Fig. 3 Topics modeled from LDA 
 

Topic modeling produces an intermediate classifier, but due 
to the presence of more number of features, as each topic was 
represented by at least 7000 different features, the time taken 
for classification is increased exponentially, especially when 
new documents come in large numbers. Secondly, every time 
a new document has to converted into a thematic map which 
is also time consuming. Thirdly, possessing a dictionary of 
words during run time occupies more memory and slows 
down the classifier performance even if the most effective 
algorithm is used. To enable scalability and relatively faster 
classification, we introduced two more layers to the 
framework. The layers are explained below. 

3.2 ONTOLOGY LAYER 

It deals with automatic construction of the domain ontology. 
Once the topics and their relevant terms are obtained from the 
data layer, it will be parsed into an ontology. This parser will 
automate the ontology learning process thereby eliminating 
need for an expert. It has proved to be more effective than 
extracting ontology from text triples which is prone to errors 
and also devoid of semantic richness. After parsing all the 
topics, the domain ontology will be built which will further 
be converted into a knowledge graph. 
3.2.1 Topic Parser 
Parser for the news topics files is constructed in python and 
the parsed dictionaries are saved. In this parser, Regexpr is 
used to populate topic categories to News ontology. It first 
extracts the rows related to 20 news categories etc. and then 

build the ontology on top of this categories. For each category 
their feature set, that is, the terms related to the topics are 
parsed in the second level forming the child nodes of the 
respective topic categories (parent nodes). One part of this 
program will open the files, filter them, and outputs the 
filtered files. Another part of the program then converts files 
to instances of ontology. 
3.2.2 Domain Ontology Construction and Graph 
Database Mapper 
These instances become the contents of the ontology and 
become the wholesome knowledge representation of News 
domain. The topic parser automated the process of adding 
information to the ontology which can be accessed using 
Protégé, and can be converted to different formats other than 
RDF. We have kept the file format as RDF as it can be 
mapped to a graph database like neo4j and GraphDB easily. 
Number of classes obtained from the data corpus is 20 and 
total number of ontological instances is 1,40,000. Having the 
data in ontological structure with implicit as well as explicit 
connections also eliminate the need for multiple table join 
operations otherwise required in conventional database 
applications. It also helps to address the problem of 
dimensionality of text data. It also uncovers other implicit 
relationships in the topics with the help of reasoner, in this work 
FacTT++ reasoner was used.  
 One more interesting aspect of OntoClassifier is it erases the 
thin line between ontology and graph data[3]. The ontology 
will be interpreted as a knowledge graph after ontology 
construction. Since, graph database platforms like neo4j 
facilitate application of machine learning algorithms on 
connected data. The entities in knowledge graph are heavily 
interconnected providing the big picture of any real world 
object. Ontologies are restricted by reasoners when it comes 
to text classification also traversing large ontologies is time 
demanding. 
3.3 Classification layer 
This is the final and most important part of the proposed 
architecture. It is concerned with building a semantic data model 
using state of the art machine learning algorithm and finally 
evaluates the performance of the OntoClassifier with benchmark 
algorithms and datasets. 
3.3.1 Semantic Data Model 
Semantic data models are the need of the hour, given the 
ambiguity and polysemy of natural language data. The aim of 
this framework is to construct a text classifier that includes 
semantic information as well as rich feature space of the data 
corpus. For achieving this we have improved the Multinomial 
Naive Bayes Algorithm using Feature Hashing.  
Naive bayes is a family of probabilistic algorithms that take 
advantage of probability theory and bayes’ theorem to predict 

the tag of a text document. they are probabilistic, which 
means that they calculate the probability of each tag for a 
given document, and then output the tag with the highest one. 
bayes’ theorem, with probability of features, based on prior 

knowledge of conditions is constructed. for this ontoclassifier 
framework the conventional mnb is improved by 
incorporating hashing trick to enable fast and accurate 
classifications. since, the data involved is in natural language 
format a machine learning algorithm efficiency could be 
improved if search time is reduced in a large feature space. 
 
 

P(x1,…, xn | c) = P(x1 | c)•P(x2 | c)•P(x3 | c)•...•P(xn | c) 
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Improved - Multinomial Naïve Bayes Independence 
Assumptions 

 

Conditional Independence: Assume the feature 
probabilities P(xi|cj) are independent given the class c. 
 

 

MULTINOMIAL NAÏVE BAYES CLASSIFIER 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Feature Hashing 
It deals with out-of-vocabulary words even a rich feature set 
like ours can encounter totally new words in documents. It is 
not necessary to retrain the model from scratch every time we 
encounter a new word or misspelling, and it is highly accurate 
without having to keep a huge vocabulary in RAM.  
 The hash functions, map data of arbitrary sizes to data of a 
fixed size. Using[23] the dictionary generated by the Term 
Count Extraction module, a zero column vector with a huge 
number of elements for each of our training examples is built 
and a hash function  that gets strings and outputs values in the 
range [0, 2²⁸) is chosen. It ensures that hash function will 
never address an hash table entry outside the feature vectors’ 

dimensions.  
After this, each word is fed one by one, through the hash 
function, and increment the value at the given hash table by 
one and derive a sparse matrix. This eliminates the need for 
having all the features in the form of dictionary in the 
memory. When a new news document comes, each word is 
passed through the hash function. Every new word ends up 
incrementing some feature value. This incrementally fit our 
model with new examples without retraining the model from 
scratch. 
3.3.2 OntoClassifier  
This classifier now has more than 100000 news related 
features neatly arranged in a knowledge graph with a hash 
table. The algorithm is also improved with a novel feature 
hashing technique that interestingly approaches text 
categorization problem from a information retrieval point of 
view. Which in a way, eliminated the need for training data 
and model training time. It uses very low memory and 
scalable to large datasets as there is no need to store a 
vocabulary dictionary in memory. After representing domain 
knowledge as graph it addresses the problem of imbalanced 
nodes as the number of nodes is fixed in the ontology stage 
itself. The need for this type of classifier becomes inevitable 
in situations where data cannot be exhibited in a relational 
table. 

IV. EVALUATION  RESULTS 

The system is implemented using Jupyter Notebook with 
Python 3 and all the libraries for the concerned operations 
were compatible with the python version and Ubuntu 18.04 

operating system with 8GB RAM capacity. The carried out 
experiments aimed to optimize the different parameters of 
our proposed method and also to compare the effectiveness of 
our method with benchmark algorithms. Following are the 
metrics used to describe the efficiency of the model.  

FIG.4 ACCURACY OF THE MULTI-CLASS CLASSIFIER 

 
Accuracy = TP+TN/TP+FP+FN+TN 
It is a general notion that higher the accuracy, the better is the 
model however, it happens only when both the false 
negatives and false positives are equal in number, which 
seldom occurs in datasets. Therefore, it is customary to have 
additional performance measures, such as precision, recall 
and f1 scores. Initially, our model obtained an accuracy of 
88% with a time duration of 5.03 seconds. Which was again 
improved by tuning the alpha parameter of the multinomial 
naive bayes algorithm, thereby achieving an accuracy of 93% 
which is highly efficient as can be seen from figure 4 and 
table 1. 
 
Precision = TP/TP+FP 
It is the ratio of correctly classified positive observations to 
the total classified positive observations. Higher the precision 
lower the false positive rate. The proposed model has 
obtained a precision score of 0.928 as given in figure 4 which 
is 93%. The improvement is effective when compared to 
benchmark algorithms given in figures 6, 7 and 8. 
 
Recall = TP/TP+FN 
It is also known as Sensitivity, a ratio between accurately 
classified positive observations to all the observations 
obtained in the actual class. The recall value from figure 4 is 
0.930 in other words 93% which is good for this model.  
 
F1 Score = 2*(Recall * Precision) / (Recall + Precision) 
It is the weighted average or measure of optimizing Precision 
as well as Recall. It depends on both false positives and false 
negatives. F1 score is valid in cases where the class 
distribution is highly uneven., The F1 score obtained in our 
case is 0.934. 
 
The performance of the classifier is plotted as a confusion 
matrix given in Fig. 5. It depicts the majority of predictions in 
the diagonal where the predicted label and actual label are 
equal. 
 
 

cMAP = argmax P(x1, x2,…, xn | c) P(c) 
                c∈C 
 

cNB = argmax P(cj ) Π P(x | c) 
           c∈C              x∈X 
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Fig.5 . Confusion Matrix of OntoClassifier. 

As it can be seen from the Fig. 5, it summarizes entire 
performance of the classifier.  From the Fig. 5, it is understood 
that, class labels talk.religion.misc, talk.politics.guns and 
sci-electronics have least accurate observations. It is due to 
more ambiguity in the words or terms involved in such 
documents. However, the error rate is below acceptable 
levels in ninety percent of the classes which is the main 
expectation from a classifier. 

The OntoClassifier was tested with major benchmark 
algorithms to compare the performance. The performance 
was measured in five different categories such as training 
time, testing time, accuracy, dimensionality and density. The 
Table 1 illustrates the different performance metrics for 
benchmark algorithms used in OntoClassifier. Ridge 
classifier algorithm performed the worst among all the 
algorithms and our proposed improved MNB outperformed 
other algorithms in all aspects of evaluation. Thus, the 
framework has proved to be robust in differing use cases. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 1. Performance of benchmark algorithms in 
OntoClassifier 

 
PR - AUC curves 
Precision, recall and Area Under Curves(AUC) were also 
tested and plotted for comparing the accuracy of sample 
classes of the dataset. It can be seen from figure 6,7 and 8 that 
PR and AUC of linear SVC algorithm for five classes is 
obtained, likewise for k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm and the 
proposed improved-MNB. The class accuracy is greater for 
the proposed algorithm compared to the other two, which 
rendered a mediocre AUC value. The greater the AUC value 
the better is the model accuracy. It is the aggregate 
performance of possible classification thresholds in other 
words, classification-threshold-invariant. It is also scale 
invariant that is concerned only with ranking of 
classifications rather than a absolute value. From the figures 
6,7 and 8 the AUC values are 0.7, 0.5 and 0.8 respectively. 
Thus, the proposed classifier is evaluated using most 
prominent performance evaluation metrices and the results 
prove that the model is highly efficient. 

 
Fig.6. PR and AUC of LinearSVC 
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Fig.7. PR and AUC of KNN 

 
          Fig 8. PR and AUC of Improved MultinomialNB 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this work, we have proposed a novel multi-class 
classification approach based on ontology derived from 
natural language texts, which used a training-less classifier 

without a pre-classified set of training documents. The 

semantic richness present in natural language texts has been 
utilized completely to provide accurate classifications. Also, 
OntoClassifier will reduce the training time required when 
the number of features exceed the potential of a classification 
algorithm. As here, the hash table is memorized by the data 
model and tags are assigned by mapping terms in index and 
topics in the database. The accuracy is improved 
approximately 9% by the proposed architecture which is a 
remarkable improvement compared to baseline models, 
which is averagely 87.43%. Our experiments, using the 
20newsgroup dataset and the crawled data corpus, proved 
that our method provides a comparable performance to the 
baseline in terms of AUC and PR curves. In future, more 
ways to automate ontology construction with additional 
feature engineering techniques could be investigated..  
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